
SMART TIPS ON
USING YOUR C-PEN
Using your C-Pen is relatively straightforward. But there are some valuable tips 
and tricks you can use to make it even more versatile and productive.

EMPOWERING PEOPLE

cpen.com

READ A WORD OUT REPEATEDLY

In Text Reader, use the nav buttons to highlight the 

word - press and hold the OK button to zoom in on 

the word and have it read aloud.

REPEAT AND PRACTICE DIFFICULT WORDS

With the Practice function, you can repeat these more 

complex words, see them and try to decipher them, 

have them read aloud, and have their definition read 

aloud. The practice function only repeats words that 

have been zoomed in on or that have been looked up 

in a dictionary.

I NEED HELP KEEPING UP WHEN A WORD’S 
DEFINITION IS READ ALOUD IN THE DICTIONARY 
FEATURE

Search for the word to get its definition. Press and hold the 

DOWN button approx. one second until the first definition 

of the word appears on the screen. Press OK to read the 

definition aloud – it can be done repeatedly.

Press and hold the DOWN button again to advance to 

the following definition.

Press and hold UP to return to the previous definition, 

or press BACK to exit.

DIFFICULTY UNDERSTANDING A WORD 
EVEN AFTER HAVING IT READ ALOUD

Highlight the word, press Menu, and choose to look 

up the word’s definition in the built-in dictionary.

EMPOWERING
PEOPLE

C-Pen is the original high-quality state-of-the-art pen scanner. 
Founded in 1998 in Lund, Sweden, we develop and manufacture 
industry-leading scanning solutions that make it easy to process 
printed text, empowering people’s ability to read, understand 
and learn.

READING SINGLE WORDS

Text Reader /Scan mode: [Append | Replace]

If you mainly read single words: set it to Replace. 

It keeps the screen cleaner and makes it easier to 

find and act on the selected word (read it repeatedly).

READING WHOLE SENTENCES

Text Reader /Scan mode: [Append | Replace]

If you mainly read entire sentences: set to Append 

to build on text line by line. Use the nav buttons to 

position the cursor at the top and press OK to read 

the entire text. It is also recommended that in this 

mode, you set Auto Read to OFF so that you can 

calmly scan line after line without the reading of 

the last line starting automatically

BECOME MORE PRODUCTIVE

Set the Reading speed to a higher value for faster 

reading. (Note that only C-Pen Reader 2 and C-Pen 

Exam Reader 2 support extra fast reading.)

SAVE AND BACK UP YOUR TEXT FILES

Connect the C-Pen to a computer in U-disk mode. 

Download and run the Connect Desktop app on your 

computer. Import files from the C-Pen to the app or 

export from the app to the C-Pen.


